All you need to know to get you started as a CogSci Freshmen!

Mailing lists:
To get relevant information you must register for the stud.bsc mailing list at:
https://cogsci.uos.de/mailman/listinfo/stud.bsc

Facebook:
There is a facebook group for all CogScis to ask questions and socialise!
facebook.com/groups/cogsciuos

Fachschaft / Student body:
Participate in organisation for all our CogSci events like the Christmas Party, Lutter or the next Freshmen week! Just come by at the next meeting!
fachschaft.cogsci.uos.de
https://cogsci.uos.de/mailman/listinfo/fachschaft facebook.com/fachschaftcogsci

T-Shirt Contest:
Each year there is a creative contest to design our new CogSci logo! You will be updated by mail ;)

Lutter:
18. – 20. November
- Around 40€, incl. bus ride and food!
- BYOB, though beer and some non-alcoholics can be bought there
- Registration will be opened at:
fachschaft.cogsci.uos.de/lutter

Cognitive Science Mentoring Team:
Whenever you have questions or concerns that you cannot figure out with your freshmen tutors, this is the first call!
mentoring@cogsci.uos.de

Examination Office:
For all your examination matters!
Anna Rushing-Jungeilges and Marion Schultz
Contact: pacogsci@uos.de
FAQ: ikw.uos.de/en/cogsci/examination_bachelor Consultation hours:
ikw.uos.de/en/cogsci/consulation_hours

3rd-Semester Registration:
To be accepted into your 3rd semester you have to achieved at least 40 ETCS!
The registration period for the 2nd semester is from the 1st of February until the 28th of February. The money must be transferred during this time!

Important for the tutorials:

Wi-Fi:
eduroam (preferably):
rz.uos.de/dienste/Internet/WLAN/
eduroam/wlanwelt.htm
Uni-Osnabrueck (need to login with your uni mail):
Password: T$poimxob+JN

Cum Tempore (ct) vs Sine Tempore (st):
16:00 – 18:00 ct = 16:15 – 18:15
16:00 – 18:00 st = 16:00 – 18:00
Most of your lectures will be ct.

Campus map:

Plan your courses:
Official recommendations for the first semesters:
ikw.uos.de/en/cogsci/bachelor/studyplan
Official list of approved courses:
ikw.uos.de/en/lectures
Stud.IP: look up and sign into courses and create your schedule:
studip.uos.de
or as your go-to webpage for all uni services:
myuos.de

Other important websites:
Freshmen site: Our student body page features a page dedicated to freshmen and their future study life:
fachschaft.cogsci.uos.de/freshmen
IKW: Updates and information on our institute:
ikw.uos.de
OPIUM: register and check the results of non-CogSci classes (also available on myuos.de):
opium.uos.de
SPAM: Study Planning and Advisory Machine, a page created by a fellow CogSci to help you organise:
cogsci.uos.de/~SPAM
Study regulation: official information on our study course, we recommend you have a look at this:
ikiw.uos.de/en/cogsci/bachelor/regulations
Organization in the freshmen week:

- Bring a Laptop to the Tutorials!
- You are going to be collected from the bus stops "HS Westerberg" and "Sedanplatz" on Monday morning.
- The breakfast/buffet on Tuesday morning is a buffet and will cost 6.90 €.
- The Nachtwächtertour on Monday will cost 7 €.

If you want to attend the Nachtwächtertour, you need to enlist for it on Monday. You will be notified once you drink your hot drink!